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Eff iciency always takes the f irst priority when it comes to staff training. 
Mdecor collects desks, cabinets, and white boards for efficient learning. The 
feet design takes inspiration from elegant ballet dancers and the chair is easy 
to move with omni-directional castors. Mdecor tables can be easily folded and 
stacked, saving more room for different training lessons.

Begin Your Training with Mandic System
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Two tables piecing together
for cooperative training

Linear arrangement
for professional training

U-shaped arrangement
for core training

Arc-shaped arrangement
for massive training
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Come and Go at Your Will, Suitable 
for Interactive Learning

Begin your training with the Mdecor system, and 
motivate your self to become a fast learner in 
heated discussion. You could pull the table over, or 
go towards the group and join them. The castors 
are flexible in height within the range of 5mm to 
maintain table stability. Suitable for groups of four 
to eight members, Mdecor is a smar t choice for 
small-space training.
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Desktop with wood grain is available for choice to build a space of warmth and care 
and a space for efficient learning.

One of a Kind, Linear Arrangement 
for Professional Training
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The perfect match of warm white and mocha color and seamless banding carries beauty into 
details. It is equipped with a hook rather than a table pocket, freeing your legs with larger 
space. With a height of 66cm, the desk is perfect for hanging your bag and umbrella.

Dual-color Banding Technique with Touching Hook Details

Be undistracted, and follow the lecturer to explore the vast sea of knowledge.

U-shape Ensures High Concentration
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The castor can be locked, offering you your own learning space in a crowded conference.

For Sitting Still and for Moving Around,
Its Arc Shape triggers Your Learning Enthusiasm
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The innovative design of the foldable desktop with a switch in the 
middle edge allows you to turn it by 90° using only one hand. The 
modesty panel moves with the desktop to maintain its all-time 
beauty. Mdecor could be stacked tightly in straight lines to save 
more space.

It could be moved around flexibly to meet the needs for space of different meetings.

Easy to Stack, More Space for Sharing
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Neat storage is highly required in learning space. L-shaped mobile cabinet that can be sit on includes one 
drawer and three chests: an experienced organizer at your service.

Two types of functional white boards with or without a cabinet, designed with a concealed slot on the bottom 
edge for hanging a pencil box, in which eraser tools and pens are well placed. 185.5 cm high, suitable for 
people of various heights to write on.

Neatness is everywhere
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S-66 S-57S-56

Main Colors

Product Specifications

DM62
W1200*D550*H750(mm)
W1400*D550*H750(mm)
W1500*D550*H750(mm)
W1600*D550*H750(mm)

DM33
W1641*D580*H1855(mm)

DM43
W901*D418*H946(mm)

DM34
W1534*D318*H280(mm)

DM32
W1641*D580*H1855(mm)

DM61
W1200*D550*H750(mm)
W1400*D550*H750(mm)
W1500*D550*H750(mm)
W1600*D550*H750(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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